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1、overshift key 2、on/off key 3、downshift key  4

、setting key  5、deterministic key 6、work status 

symbol 7、display ambient temperature 8、timing 

symbol 9、plateau symbol 10、fault symbol 11、

display data parameters 12、host schematic

1）boot-up operation
In shutdown state，long press “  ”key for 2 seconds，equipment start-up，display boot status as shown above.
2）shutdown operation

On-state,long press “  　”key for 2 seconds，equipment entering blow-off cooling process,display “　 
”.turn off the equipment after cooling.

At this time,do not force the power off for the cooling block. Direct power failure can damage parts because the 
body temperature is too high to dissipate heat,only when the machine is turned off can the power be cut off.
3） manual mode operation

Manual mode has six gears(H1-H6)H6 represents maximum power,as shown above,boot status,add or subtract 
gears by “   ”or“     ”,main engine schematic diagram and bar chart to show the current gear.
4） automatic mode operation 
automatic mode ,the figure above shows the setting of 20 degrees Celsius.add or subtract temperature values by “       
      ”or“      ”,setting range 5-30 degrees Celsius,switching manual/automatic mode by long pressing “   
”keyboard.
2、manual oiling operation

In shutdown state,press the “   ”and“    ”key at the same time or press the“   ”key alone for 2S,manual 
control of pumping,stop oiling after releasing the key.please use cautiously！
3、plateau model operation

At the same time ,press the button for 2 seconds to enter the plateau mode.“    ”display start plateau 
mode,press the“      ”and “ok”key for two seconds to exit the plateau mode at the same time.please use 
cautiously！

Operation instructions for parking heate

Ⅰ.the control panel is shown below

Ⅱ.use operation
1、 switching operation

1、overshift key 2、on/off key 3、downshift key 4、setting key 5、deterministic

key 6、work status symbol 7、display ambient temperature 8、timing symbol 9、

plateau symbol 10、fault symbol 11、display data parameters 12、host schematic

Ⅱ.use operation

1、 switching operation

shutdown status boot mode（manual mode） boot mode（automatic mode）

1）boot-up operation

In shutdown state，long press “ ”key for 2 seconds，equipment start-up，

display boot status as shown above.

2）shutdown operation

On-state,long press “ ”key for 2 seconds，equipment entering blow-off cooling

process,display “ ”.turn off the equipment after cooling.

At this time,do not force the power off for the cooling block. Direct power

failure can damage parts because the body temperature is too high to dissipate

heat,only when the machine is turned off can the power be cut off.

3） manual mode operation

shutdown status boot mode（manual mode） boot mode（automatic mode）

4、setting timing switch time operation 
Two seconds after pressing the “ok”and“      ”key at the same time,enter the timing setup time interface,the 

following figure is shown.tab “      ”flicker,display  shows 10.1hours on time.if it display OFF,it means setting a 
timed shutdown time.
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3）Short press “    ”key to exit remote control code.

*Remote Control Requirements:433mhz,24-bit code.remote control function is optional function,please specify if 

you need to place an order.

7、fault alarm

Show the following figure,corresponding to the failure symbol flicker,and corresponding to the failure device 

icon flicker,display data as fault code,its meaning please refer to the fault table.

1）Press “  ”or“     ”key to adjust the third digit value for remote control 

coding,the numerical range is 1-5,corresponding five remote controls.

2）Choose the Code of Remote Controller，arbitrarily press a key of the remote 

control,Machine Coding Successfully and Exit Coding State.

*Spark plug,oil pump,fan,sensor,power supply and other symbols,flicker 

indicates that the corresponding device failure.

At the same time,long press the “　  ”and“    ”key to start the timing function,start the timing boot in the 

shutdown state,start the timing shutdown in the boot state,press the C key short to see the remaining time.

6、remote control code-matching operation

 In shutdown state,simultaneous long press “    ”and“    ”for two seconds,enter remote control code as 

follows.

1）Press “   ”or“    ”key to adjust time value,time range:1-24 hours.

2）Short press “    ”key,switch to adjust digital bits.

3）Short press “     ”key,switching the Timed Start-up and Timed Shut-down 

Time value.

4）Short press “ok”key,save the settings and exit the interface.

5）Press “    ”key for 2 seconds, do not save the settings,exit this interface.

6） Starting Timing Function

fault table

Fault code Cause of failure

Power supply voltage range

Ignition plug failure

solutions

E-2

E-3

Normal range: 24V (18-32V), 12V (9-16V).Check whether the 
battery or generator is normal and whether the fuse is aging

1)Check whether the ignition plug connector is loose or the wire 
is short-circuited to the housing
2)Detect whether the ignition plug is damaged

E-5 High temperature alarm 
(intake>50C;case>230C)

1)Check whether the heating duct is unobstructed
2)Check whether the fan is working properly
3)Check whether the temperature sensor is normal

E-6 Fault of Fan

1)Check whether the impeller is stuck
2)Check if the connection plug-in is loose
3)Excessive gap between magnet on wind turbine and Hall  
sensor on controller
4)Whether the line is short-circuit or open-circuit; 
leakage of motor
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code of use

1.It is prohibited to use in high humidity, conductive dust, flammable and explosive gases, dust, materials, corrosive 

media, strong light, strong magnetic, high voltage and high current equipment nearby.

2.Voltage range of power supply: DC24V controller is suitable for (18-32) V;DC12V controller is suitable for (9-16) 

V; different voltage controllers are not universal, and it is forbidden to use beyond the applicable voltage range.

3.The 5KW controller must be used on the 5KW organism; the 2KW controller must be used on the 2KW organism.

4.If the controller or external device is damaged, it must be replaced by the prototype device and professionals.

5.It is forbidden to open the controller shell privately

6.Equipment must be installed strictly and must be used under safe conditions.

7.The company is not responsible for the loss and liability of the controller due to the  misconnection  short circuit 

and damage of the external devices and lines.

8.At the high temperature of the body, the fan can not operate, so it must be cooled quickly for the body to make its 

temperature. Cooling air is injected from the combustion inlet to make the body temperature less than 100 ℃. Prevent 

high temperature from burning parts or causing fire.

* Our company is not responsible for any loss or liability caused by the failure to install and use according to Article 

1 to 6.

E-4 Oil Pump Failure Check for damage, loosening, oxidation, short circuit 
and breaking of oil pump connections and connectors

Flameout

1)Check for oil shortage, low temperature  solidification of oil, 
blockage of oil pipeline and blockage of oil pump
2)Check whether the intake and exhaust ducts are unblocked
3)Check whether the housing temperature sensor is in  full contact 
with the housing and whether the pressure spring is strong

Unsuccessful start up

1)The shell temperature is too high to blow the cooling shell for 3 
minutes after starting.
2)There is a lot of white smoke in the exhaust gas
2.1)Check that the filter beside the ignition plug is Clean and not 
cleaned or replaced
2.2）Check whether the fuel injection is effective
2.3）Check whether the ignition plug is aging
2.4)Is the clearance of the internal wind turbine too large?
2)A small amount of white smoke or no smoke in the exhaust gas
3.1)Check for oil shortage, frozen or blocked oil pipelines
3.2）Check whether the pump is jammed or damaged and the 
pump is powerless to pump.
3.3） Check whether the intake and exhaust passages of 
combustion are unobstructed
3.4）Check whether the ignition plug is  damaged
4)The ignition is normal but the failure of ignition is still reported.
Check whether the  housing temperature sensor is in full contact 
with the housing, whether the pressure spring is strong, whether the 
sensor is normal.

E-9

Sensor failure Whether the temperature sensor connectors and connectors are 
damaged or loosened, whether the sensor is damaged or not
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2. Switch on display data
In the startup state, briefly press the “OK” key to switch the display data. The switching sequence is: gear (or 

set temperature) - > casing temperature - > working voltage.
3. Manual oiling operation

In the shutdown state, press and hold the “  ” + “    ” key for 2 seconds at the same time, manually control 
the oil pump for oil injection, and stop oil injection after releasing the key. Please use with caution!
4、plateau model operation

At the same time ,press the button for 2 seconds to enter the plateau mode.“     ”display start plateau mode,press 
the“     ”and “ok”key for two seconds to exit the plateau mode at the same time.please use cautiously！
5、setting timing switch time operation 
Two seconds after pressing the “ok”and“     ”key at the same time,enter the timing setup time interface,the 
following figure is shown.tab “     ”flicker,display  shows 10.1hours on time.

I． the control panel is shown below

Operation instructions for parking heater

1、overshift key 2、on/off key 3、downshift key  4、setting key  
5、deterministic key 6、work status symbol 7、display ambient 
temperature 8、timing symbol 9、plateau symbol 10、fault 
symbol 11、display data parameters 12、host schematic1、overshift key 2、on/off key 3、downshift key 4、setting key 5、deterministic

key 6、work status symbol 7、display ambient temperature 8、timing symbol 9、

plateau symbol 10、fault symbol 11、display data parameters 12、host schematic

二、use operation

1、 switching operation

shutdown status boot mode（manual mode） boot mode（automatic mode）

1）boot-up operation

In shutdown state，long press “ ”key for 2 seconds，equipment start-up，

display boot status as shown above.

2）shutdown operation

On-state,long press “ ”key for 2 seconds，equipment entering blow-off cooling

process,display “ ”.turn off the equipment after cooling.

At this time,do not force the power off for the cooling block. Direct power

failure can damage parts because the body temperature is too high to dissipate

heat,only when the machine is turned off can the power be cut off.

3） manual mode operation

shutdown status boot mode（manual mode） boot mode（automatic mode）

1）boot-up operation
In shutdown state，long press “    ”key for 2 seconds，equipment start-up，display boot status as shown 
above.
2）shutdown operation
On-state,long press “    ”key for 2 seconds，equipment entering blow-off cooling process,display “      ”.turn 
off the equipment after cooling.
At this time,do not force the power off for the cooling block. Direct power failure can damage parts because the 
body temperature is too high to dissipate heat,only when the machine is turned off can the power be cut off.
3） manual mode operation

Manual mode has six gears(H1-H6)H6 represents maximum power,as shown 
above,boot status,add or subtract gears by “    ”or“    ”,main engine schematic 
diagram and bar chart to show the current gear.
4） automatic mode operation 

Automatic mode, the figure above shows the setting of 20 ℃. Press the "    " or "    
" key to increase or decrease the temperature value and set the range of 5 ~ 30 ℃. 

Press and hold the "@" key to switch the manual / automatic mode. Panel display 
temperature range: - 20 ~ 40 ℃.2、Switch on display data.

II、use operation
1、 switching operation

ON：Indicates to set the scheduled startup time；
OFF：Indicates that the scheduled shutdown time is set；
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2. Switch on display data
In the startup state, briefly press the “OK” key to switch the display data. The switching sequence is: gear (or 

set temperature) - > casing temperature - > working voltage.
3. Manual oiling operation

In the shutdown state, press and hold the “  ” + “    ” key for 2 seconds at the same time, manually control 
the oil pump for oil injection, and stop oil injection after releasing the key. Please use with caution!
4、plateau model operation

At the same time ,press the button for 2 seconds to enter the plateau mode.“     ”display start plateau mode,press 
the“     ”and “ok”key for two seconds to exit the plateau mode at the same time.please use cautiously！
5、setting timing switch time operation 
Two seconds after pressing the “ok”and“     ”key at the same time,enter the timing setup time interface,the 
following figure is shown.tab “     ”flicker,display  shows 10.1hours on time.

1）Press “     ”or“     ”key to adjust the third digit value for remote control 
coding,the numerical range is 1-5,corresponding five remote controls.
2）Choose the Code of Remote Controller，arbitrarily press a key of the remote 
control,Machine Coding Successfully and Exit Coding State.

3）Short press “     ”key to exit remote control code.
*Remote Control Requirements:433mhz,24-bit code.remote control function is optional function,please specify if 
you need to place an order.
8、fault alarm
Show the following figure,corresponding to the failure symbol flicker,and corresponding to the failure device icon 
flicker,display data as fault code,its meaning please refer to the fault table.

*Spark plug,oil pump,fan,sensor,power supply and other symbols,flicker indicates that the corresponding device 
failure..

6. Start timing on-off operation
At the same time, long press the "      " + "    " key to start the timing function, start the timing startup in the 
shutdown state, start the timing shutdown in the startup state, on or off flashes, ON indicates the timing startup, and 
OFF indicates the timing startup. Briefly press the "    " key to view the remaining time.
7、remote control code-matching operation
 In shutdown state,simultaneous long press “    ”and“    ”for two seconds,enter remote control code as follows.

1）Press “    ”or“    ”key to adjust time value,time range:0.1-24.0 
hours.
2）Short press “    ”key,switch to adjust digital bits.
3）Short press “    ”key,switching the Timed Start-up and Timed 
Shut-down Time value.
4）Short press “ok”key,save the settings and exit the interface.
5）Press “     ”key for 2 seconds, do not save the settings,exit this 
interface.

fault table

Fault code Cause of failure

Power supply voltage range

Ignition plug failure

solutions

E-2

E-3

Normal range: 24V (18-32V), 12V (9-16V).Check whether the 
battery or generator is normal and whether the fuse is aging

1)Check whether the ignition plug connector is loose or the wire 
is short-circuited to the housing
2)Detect whether the ignition plug is damaged

E-4 Oil Pump Failure Check for damage, loosening, oxidation, short circuit 
and breaking of oil pump connections and connectors

E-5 High temperature alarm 
(intake>50C;case>230C)

1)Check whether the heating duct is unobstructed
2)Check whether the fan is working properly
3)Check whether the temperature sensor is normal

E-6 Fault of Fan

1)Check whether the impeller is stuck
2)Check if the connection plug-in is loose
3)Excessive gap between magnet on wind turbine and Hall  
sensor on controller
4)Whether the line is short-circuit or open-circuit; 
leakage of motor

ON：Indicates to set the scheduled startup time；
OFF：Indicates that the scheduled shutdown time is set；
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Fault code Cause of failure

Flame-out
Unsuccessful start up

solutions

E-8

1)Check for oil shortage, low temperature solidification of oil, 
blockage of oil pipeline and blockage of oil pump
2)Check whether the intake and exhaust ducts are unblocked
3)Check whether the housing temperature sensor is in full contact 
with the housing and whether the pressure spring is strong
1)The shell temperature is too high to blow the cooling shell for 
3 minutes after starting.
2)There is a lot of white smoke in the exhaust gas
2.1)Check that the filter beside the ignition plug is
Clean and not cleaned or replaced
2.2）Check whether the fuel injection is effective
2.3）Check whether the ignition plug is aging
2.4)Is the clearance of the internal wind turbine too large?
2)A small amount of white smoke or no smoke in the exhaust gas
3.1)Check for oil shortage, frozen or blocked oil pipelines
3.2） Check whether the pump is jammed or damaged and the 
pump is powerless to pump.
3.3） Check whether the intake and exhaust passages of 
combustion are unobstructed
3.4） Check whether the ignition plug is damaged
4)The ignition is normal but the failure of ignition is 
still reported.
Check whether the housing temperature sensor is in full contact 
with the housing, whether the pressure spring is strong, whether 
the sensor is normal.

E-9 Sensor failure Whether the temperature sensor connectors and connectors are 
damaged or loosened, whether the sensor is damaged or not

Remote control operation instructions

 
2、Use operation
1) Press and hold the "" key for 2 seconds to turn on / off
2)In the startup state, press the "     " or "    " key to increase / decrease the gear or set the temperature, and long 
press the "OK" key to switch to manual / automatic mode
3)In the startup state, press the "OK" key to switch the display: gear (or set temperature) - > casing temperature - > 
working voltage.
4) In the shutdown state, press and hold the "     " + "     " key at the same time to pump oil. After releasing the key, 
stop oiling.
*  Indicates that the battery is out of power. Please replace the battery.
*In order to reduce power consumption and increase battery service time, press the key for 30 seconds, and the 
remote controller will shut down automatically; Press any key to start the machine.

1、The panel is shown in the figure below
1. Display ambient temperature；2、Equipment status；3、Battery 
voltage symbol；
4、Equipment operation data and parameters；5、Upshift key；6
、Downshift key；
7、On / off key；8、OK key；
Equipment status: HEAT: heating; COOL :blowing cooling; STOP : 
shutdown operation data and parameters: PV :power supply voltage; 
SG:gear; ST :set temperature; FT : casing temperature; ALM :fault
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1、Indicator

Power symbol； Fan symbol； Symbol of temperature sensor；
Oil pump symbol；

 Communication symbol； Ignition plug symbol；

Wireless symbol； Set symbol； Clock symbol； Timing 
symbol； Plateau symbol；

2、Display running data parameters.

3、Unit symbol.

4、Display ambient temperature or time.

5、Key

Shift key； On off key； Downshift key；

Operating instructions for parking heater

一、the control panel is shown below

二、use operation

1、On /off operation

 shutdown status                        Power on status（manual mode）       Power on statu（automatic mode）

1）boot-up operation

In shutdown state，long press " "key for 2 seconds，equipment start-up，display boot status as shown above.
2）Shutdown operation

In the power on state, long press the " " key for 2 seconds, the device will enter the shutdown and cooling 
process, and "off" will be displayed. The device is shut down after cooling, and the "shutdown status" is displayed as 

shown in the figure above.Do not force power off when blowing the body cold. "Direct power off will damage the parts 

because the body temperature is too high to dissipate heat!", Wait for the machine to display in the off state to power 

off!

3）manual mode operation

There are 6 gears in manual mode (H1-H6). H6 represents the maximum power, as shown in the figure above "power 

on state (manual mode)", and gears can be increased or decreased by " " or " ".

4）automatic mode operation 

In the automatic mode, the "power on status (automatic mode)" in the figure above indicates that the setting 

temperature is 20 ℃ . Through the " " or " " key, increase / decrease the temperature value, set the range of 

5 ~ 30 ℃ , and switch the manual / automatic mode by long pressing the "" and "" keys for 2 seconds in the start up 
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state.

2、manual oiling operation

In the off state, press and hold the " " and " " keys for 2 seconds to manually control the pump to pump oil, 

and release the key to stop pumping oil. This function is convenient for oil-free use, please use with caution!

4、plateau model operation

press and hold the“ ”+ " " + "" keys for 2 seconds  to enter plateau mode, and the icon " " shows to 

start plateau mode. In plateau mode, the wind oil ratio is reduced to adapt to plateau hypoxia, and thenpress and 

hold the" "+ " " + " " keys for 2 seconds to exit plateau mode. please use with caution!
5、setting timing switch time operation

Long press " " and " " for 2 seconds at the same time to enter the timing setting and Starting Timing interface, 

and the indicator " " shows,Indicates that the time status can be set, as shown in the figure below. In shutdown 
state，the machine will be started after 10 hours and 20 minutes; In the power on state, Contrary to above。

   
1)Press the " " or " " key to adjust the time value, the time adjustment range: 1minutes-24 hours

2）Short press “ ”key,switch to adjust digital bits,The corresponding position number flashes

3) Long press the " " key for 2 seconds to save the set value and Start timing.

4) Long press " " and " " for 2 seconds to exit this interface without saving the set value.
After data adjustment, there is no key operation. After 15s, it will be automatically saved and start timing,and the 

icon " " shows. 
6、Remote control code operation

In the off state, long press " " + " " key for 2 Seconds at the same time to enter the remote control code 
matching, as shown in the figure below.  

1) Press the " " or " " key to adjust the third digit value as the number of the remote controller. The value range 

is 1-5, corresponding to 5 remote controllers.

2) Select the number of the remote control, press a key of the remote control at will, the machine code successfully 

and exit the code state.

3) Short press the " " key to exit the remote control code matching.
*Remote control requirements: frequency band 433MHz, 24 bit code. Remote control function is optional function, 

please indicate if you need to order.

7、Fault alarm

The display is as shown in the figure below. The corresponding fault symbol flashes, and 

the corresponding icon of the faulty device flashes. The displayed data is the fault code. 

Please refer to the fault table for its meaning.

*Symbols of spark plug, oil pump, fan, sensor, power supply, etc,

Flashing indicates that the corresponding device is faulty.

Fault table

Fault code Cause of failure solutions

E-2 Power supply voltage range
Normal range: 24V (18-32V), 12V (9-16V).
Check whether the battery or generator is normal and whether the fuse 
is aging.

E-3 Ignition plug failure
1)Check whether the ignition plug connector is loose or the wire is
short-circuited to the housing.
2)Detect whether the ignition plug is damaged.

E-4 Oil Pump Failure Check for damage, loosening, oxidation, short circuit and breaking of oil 
pump connections and connectors.

E-5
High temperature

 alarm (intake > 50 C; case 
> 230 C)

1)Check whether the heating duct is unobstructed.
2)Check whether the fan is working properly.
3)Check whether the temperature sensor is normal.

E-6 Fault of Fan

1)Check whether the impeller is stuck.
2)Check if the connection plug-in is loose.
3)Excessive gap between magnet on wind turbine and Hall sensor on
 Controller.
4)Whether the line is short-circuit or open-circuit leakage of motor.

Flameout

1)Check for oil shortage, low temperature solidification of oil, 
blockage of oil pipeline and blockage of oil pump.
2)Check whether the intake and exhaust ducts are unblocked.
3)Check whether the housing temperature sensor is in full contact 
with the housing and whether the pressure spring is strong.

Unsuccessful start up

1)The shell temperature is too high to blow the cooling shell for 3 
minutes after starting.
2)There is a lot of white smoke in the exhaust gas.
2.1)Check that the filter beside the ignition plug is clean and not 
cleaned or replaced.
2.2)Check whether the fuel injection is effective.
2.3)Check whether the ignition plug is aging.
2.4)Is the clearance of the internal wind turbine too large?
3)A small amount of white smoke or no smoke in the exhaust gas.
3.1)Check for oil shortage, frozen or blocked oil pipelines.
3.2)Check whether the pump is jammed or damaged and the pump is
powerless to pump.
3.3)Check whether the intake and exhaust passages of combustion are
unobstructed.
3.4)Check whether the ignition plug is damaged.
3.5)Is the clearance of the inner wind wheel too large.
4) The ignition is normal but the failure of ignition is still reported.
Check whether the housing temperature sensor is in full contact with the 
housing, whether the pressure spring is strong, whether the sensor is nor
mal.

E-9 Sensor failure
Whether the temperature sensor connectors and connectors are damage

d or loosened, whether the sensor is damaged or not.
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state.

2、manual oiling operation

In the off state, press and hold the " " and " " keys for 2 seconds to manually control the pump to pump oil, 

and release the key to stop pumping oil. This function is convenient for oil-free use, please use with caution!

4、plateau model operation

press and hold the“ ”+ " " + "" keys for 2 seconds  to enter plateau mode, and the icon " " shows to 

start plateau mode. In plateau mode, the wind oil ratio is reduced to adapt to plateau hypoxia, and thenpress and 

hold the" "+ " " + " " keys for 2 seconds to exit plateau mode. please use with caution!
5、setting timing switch time operation

Long press " " and " " for 2 seconds at the same time to enter the timing setting and Starting Timing interface, 

and the indicator " " shows,Indicates that the time status can be set, as shown in the figure below. In shutdown 
state，the machine will be started after 10 hours and 20 minutes; In the power on state, Contrary to above。

   
1)Press the " " or " " key to adjust the time value, the time adjustment range: 1minutes-24 hours

2）Short press “ ”key,switch to adjust digital bits,The corresponding position number flashes

3) Long press the " " key for 2 seconds to save the set value and Start timing.

4) Long press " " and " " for 2 seconds to exit this interface without saving the set value.
After data adjustment, there is no key operation. After 15s, it will be automatically saved and start timing,and the 

icon " " shows. 
6、Remote control code operation

In the off state, long press " " + " " key for 2 Seconds at the same time to enter the remote control code 
matching, as shown in the figure below.  

1) Press the " " or " " key to adjust the third digit value as the number of the remote controller. The value range 

is 1-5, corresponding to 5 remote controllers.

2) Select the number of the remote control, press a key of the remote control at will, the machine code successfully 

and exit the code state.

3) Short press the " " key to exit the remote control code matching.
*Remote control requirements: frequency band 433MHz, 24 bit code. Remote control function is optional function, 

please indicate if you need to order.

7、Fault alarm

The display is as shown in the figure below. The corresponding fault symbol flashes, and 

the corresponding icon of the faulty device flashes. The displayed data is the fault code. 

Please refer to the fault table for its meaning.

*Symbols of spark plug, oil pump, fan, sensor, power supply, etc,

Flashing indicates that the corresponding device is faulty.

Fault table

Fault code Cause of failure solutions

E-2 Power supply voltage range
Normal range: 24V (18-32V), 12V (9-16V).
Check whether the battery or generator is normal and whether the fuse 
is aging.

E-3 Ignition plug failure
1)Check whether the ignition plug connector is loose or the wire is
short-circuited to the housing.
2)Detect whether the ignition plug is damaged.

E-4 Oil Pump Failure Check for damage, loosening, oxidation, short circuit and breaking of oil 
pump connections and connectors.

E-5
High temperature

 alarm (intake > 50 C; case 
> 230 C)

1)Check whether the heating duct is unobstructed.
2)Check whether the fan is working properly.
3)Check whether the temperature sensor is normal.

E-6 Fault of Fan

1)Check whether the impeller is stuck.
2)Check if the connection plug-in is loose.
3)Excessive gap between magnet on wind turbine and Hall sensor on
 Controller.
4)Whether the line is short-circuit or open-circuit leakage of motor.

Flameout

1)Check for oil shortage, low temperature solidification of oil, 
blockage of oil pipeline and blockage of oil pump.
2)Check whether the intake and exhaust ducts are unblocked.
3)Check whether the housing temperature sensor is in full contact 
with the housing and whether the pressure spring is strong.

Unsuccessful start up

1)The shell temperature is too high to blow the cooling shell for 3 
minutes after starting.
2)There is a lot of white smoke in the exhaust gas.
2.1)Check that the filter beside the ignition plug is clean and not 
cleaned or replaced.
2.2)Check whether the fuel injection is effective.
2.3)Check whether the ignition plug is aging.
2.4)Is the clearance of the internal wind turbine too large?
3)A small amount of white smoke or no smoke in the exhaust gas.
3.1)Check for oil shortage, frozen or blocked oil pipelines.
3.2)Check whether the pump is jammed or damaged and the pump is
powerless to pump.
3.3)Check whether the intake and exhaust passages of combustion are
unobstructed.
3.4)Check whether the ignition plug is damaged.
3.5)Is the clearance of the inner wind wheel too large.
4) The ignition is normal but the failure of ignition is still reported.
Check whether the housing temperature sensor is in full contact with the 
housing, whether the pressure spring is strong, whether the sensor is nor
mal.

E-9 Sensor failure
Whether the temperature sensor connectors and connectors are damage

d or loosened, whether the sensor is damaged or not.
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Ⅰ.Key function

       ->up adjust the setting parameters under setting status, up 

adjust the working temperature or oil volume on/off under non 

setting status->short press to power on, liquid crystal display       , 

3s long time press to power off, liquid crystal screen display OFF.

       ->down adjust the setting parameters under setting status, 

down adjust the working temperature or oil volume basic 

operating use above status under non setting status then ok, 

code, it will withdraw the coding interface after coded successfully. It will not enter into start machine status if 

coding failed.  If over time and not received the remote control code then automatically withdraw the remote control 

coding.

Ⅵ.Parameters setting process description(press setting key and enter into setting status)

 

setting use the below operation description.

Setting-> enter into setting status can adjust the setting parameters and change the working status of 

machine.

Confirm-> confirm current setting value under setting status and enter into next one item parameter 

setting, can check the running status of machine under non setting status.

Ⅱ.Inquiry machine status (short press confirm key, shift one status when each one time 

press, circulating display)

Ⅲ.Manual fuel filling description

same time under the power off status then enter into manual fuel filling display  H OF    , press up adjust 

display H On again after loosen then oil pump start working, now can heard the oil pump working voice, 

oil pump icon lighting. Press down adjust then display  H OF   and withdraw fuel filling, oil pump icon 

disappeared. The process that evacuation the pipeline air need manually observed, stop when oil arrived 

the position of machine oil inlet, too much fuel enter into machine, it will generate black smoke when 

ignite.

Ⅳ.Temperature control mode shift description

Press the up adjust and confirm key at the same time can shift temperature control method, manually 

control temperature (adjust oil volume display                   number represent the oil volume), automatically 

control temperature (adjust temperature display         number represent temperature), the difference at two 

temperature control methods are, oil pump volume able to achieve the max value of parameters setting at 

the automatic method, more higher temperature of machine, manual oil pump volume been limited at the 

current setting value, not achieve the max oil volume value of parameter setting, clear gears combine 

partial senior driver’s operating habits.

Ⅴ.Remote coding description

Long time press the up adjust key on the liquid crystal panel under power off status. Enter into remote 

coding interface and display              , then press the up open key on the remoter, launch remote control 

Common liquid crystal 12V-24V panel operating instruction 

▲

▲

Environment temperature displayTime display
Setting temperature display (automatic 
tempeAe control mode)/set oil volume 
display (manual temperature control mode)

Press confirm key to circulating 
check under non setting status

Historic failure code display Supply power voltage display
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Ⅰ.Key function

       ->up adjust the setting parameters under setting status, up 

adjust the working temperature or oil volume on/off under non 

setting status->short press to power on, liquid crystal display       , 

3s long time press to power off, liquid crystal screen display OFF.

       ->down adjust the setting parameters under setting status, 

down adjust the working temperature or oil volume basic 

operating use above status under non setting status then ok, 

code, it will withdraw the coding interface after coded successfully. It will not enter into start machine status if 

coding failed.  If over time and not received the remote control code then automatically withdraw the remote control 

coding.

Ⅵ.Parameters setting process description(press setting key and enter into setting status)

 
1.Time setting Press up adjust or down adjust key 

to adjust parameters

Set the parameters like hour (24 hours standard) and 
minute in sequence, press confirm key to confirm 
parameters and enter into next one item

2.Fix time start machine setting
Default close and display I OF, 
press up adjust key to start displayI 
on, press confirm key and enter 
into

Set the parameters like hour  and 
minute in sequence. Fix time is 
counter down method, the max is 99 
hours and 59 minutes

3.Fix time power off setting
Default close and display 2 OF, 
press up adjust key to start display 2 
on, press confirm key and enter into

Set the parameters like hour  and 
minute in sequence. Fix time is 
counter down method, the max is 99 
hours and 59 minutes

Manage password input

Press up and down keys to adjust, press confirm key and enter into next one byte when 
occur correct numerical value, press confirm key enter into next one item after correctly 
input 4 bytes passwords, it will return to waiting for input the first byte number if input 
error. Needn’t modified the follow data, press the set key till withdraw, or waiting 10s 
and over time automatically withdraw.

4.Pump oil volume setting
adjust or down adjust key to modify the min 
oil pump volume, press confirm key and 
enter into the max oil volume setting after 
achieved the required value

Press up adjust or down adjust key to 
modify the max oil pump volume, 
press confirm key and enter into the 
max oil volume setting after achieved 
the required value

5.Fan speed setting

Press up adjust or down adjust key to modify 
the min fan speed, press confirm key and 
enter into the max speed setting after 
achieved the required value

Press up adjust or down adjust key to 
modify the max fan speed, press confirm 
key and enter into the next one item after 
achieved the required value

6.Working voltage setting

Only can select main board working voltage under power off status. Press up adjust or down 
adjust key to shift setting working voltage, 12V system adjust to displayU-12, 24V system 
adjust to display U-24 and finish selection. Attention to check whether machine oil pump, 
motor and ignite plug matched before start machine, avoid damages

7.Speed signal selection
Display 5n-1 and press up adjust or down adjust key to set speed signal, vane’s two 
pieces magnet polarity are same then select 5n-2, select 5n-l (default value) when 
different magnet polarity or only one magnet, this item parameters selection error will caused 
one time speed difference

8.Ignite plug power selection Display PF-5 then press up adjust or down adjust key to modify the 
numerical value (1=35W, 2=40W, 3=45W, 4=80W, 5=85W, 6=90W), default 
value 5. Recommend to use default value, or modified after verified.

9.Manage password modification

Initial display status OF status, needn’t modify, press confirm key and jump 
password modify and save the above modified parameters. Press up adjust key when 
modifying, press confirm to enter into password modify status after displayed on, 
press up adjust or down adjust key to adjust, press confirm key and enter into next 
one byte after correctly input 4 bytes password, automatically withdraw after saved 
new password and adjusted the setting parameters well.

Notices: clock time, fix time power on/power off time, valid immediately once set. Must press down confirm till 9th 
item after all parameters setting after management password finished, then can save the setting parameters, the early 
adjusted data will loss and invalid if withdraw at middle time. Please check each byte newly input password carefully, 
save convenient for next time able to modify the parameters at next time.

setting use the below operation description.

Setting-> enter into setting status can adjust the setting parameters and change the working status of 

machine.

Confirm-> confirm current setting value under setting status and enter into next one item parameter 

setting, can check the running status of machine under non setting status.

Ⅱ.Inquiry machine status (short press confirm key, shift one status when each one time 

press, circulating display)

Ⅲ.Manual fuel filling description

same time under the power off status then enter into manual fuel filling display  H OF    , press up adjust 

display H On again after loosen then oil pump start working, now can heard the oil pump working voice, 

oil pump icon lighting. Press down adjust then display  H OF   and withdraw fuel filling, oil pump icon 

disappeared. The process that evacuation the pipeline air need manually observed, stop when oil arrived 

the position of machine oil inlet, too much fuel enter into machine, it will generate black smoke when 

ignite.

Ⅳ.Temperature control mode shift description

Press the up adjust and confirm key at the same time can shift temperature control method, manually 

control temperature (adjust oil volume display                   number represent the oil volume), automatically 

control temperature (adjust temperature display         number represent temperature), the difference at two 

temperature control methods are, oil pump volume able to achieve the max value of parameters setting at 

the automatic method, more higher temperature of machine, manual oil pump volume been limited at the 

current setting value, not achieve the max oil volume value of parameter setting, clear gears combine 

partial senior driver’s operating habits.

Ⅴ.Remote coding description

Long time press the up adjust key on the liquid crystal panel under power off status. Enter into remote 

coding interface and display              , then press the up open key on the remoter, launch remote control 
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